State-dependent activity of locus ceruleus (LC) neurons has long suggested a role for noradrenergic modulation of arousal. However, in vivo insights into noradrenergic arousal circuitry have been constrained by the fundamental inaccessibility of the human brain for invasive studies. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies performed during site-specific pharmacological manipulations of arousal levels may be used to study brain arousal circuitry. Dexmedetomidine is an anesthetic that alters the level of arousal by selectively targeting ␣2 adrenergic receptors on LC neurons, resulting in reduced firing rate and norepinephrine release. Thus, we hypothesized that dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal would manifest with reduced functional connectivity between the LC and key brain regions involved in the regulation of arousal. To test this hypothesis, we acquired resting-state fMRI data in right-handed healthy volunteers 18 -36 years of age (n ϭ 15, 6 males) at baseline, during dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal, and recovery states. As previously reported, seed-based resting-state fMRI analyses revealed that the LC was functionally connected to a broad network of regions including the reticular formation, basal ganglia, thalamus, posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), precuneus, and cerebellum. Functional connectivity of the LC to only a subset of these regions (PCC, thalamus, and caudate nucleus) covaried with the level of arousal. Functional connectivity of the PCC to the ventral tegmental area/pontine reticular formation and thalamus, in addition to the LC, also covaried with the level of arousal. We propose a framework in which the LC, PCC, thalamus, and basal ganglia comprise a functional arousal circuitry.
Introduction
The fundamental inaccessibility of the human brain for invasive studies has made in vivo studies of brain arousal circuitry challenging. However, recent advances in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) acquisition and analyses techniques may be leveraged to study brainstem circuits in vivo (Sclocco et al., 2017) . This is because statistical dependencies between brain regions-of-interest (ROIs) may be used to infer network level mechanisms of brain function. The state-dependent activities of locus ceruleus (LC) neurons have long suggested a role for noradrenergic modulation of arousal (Foote et al., 1980; AstonJones et al., 1991) . Anatomically, noradrenergic fibers from the LC project to downstream circuits in the cerebral cortex through the thalamus and basal forebrain, or by direct cortical innervation (Jones and Yang, 1985; Vogt et al., 1987; Kinney et al., 1994; Kinomura et al., 1996; Steriade, 1996; Adams et al., 2000; Parvizi and Damasio, 2003; Buckwalter et al., 2008; Vogt et al., 2008) . However, the functional circuit through which the LC regulates arousal remains an open question.
Investigations of LC functional connectivity during altered arousal states (i.e., anesthesia-induced states that result from sitespecific modulation of the LC activity) may enable a principled understanding of noradrenergic arousal circuitry. Dexmedetomidine is the most pharmacologically appealing choice for studying brainstem noradrenergic arousal circuitry. This is because it is different from commonly administered anesthetics and sedative agents, which increase inhibitory postsynaptic currents through ␥ amino-butyric acid receptor targeting. By selectively targeting ␣2a adrenergic receptors, dexmedetomidine alters the level of arousal by reducing the firing rate of LC neurons, and norepinephrine release (Correa-Sales et al., 1992; Jorm and Stamford, 1993; Chiu et al., 1995) . Additionally, downstream of LC neurons, dexmedetomidine may alter the level of arousal by selectively targeting postsynaptic ␣2a receptors on nonadrenergic neurons (Buzsáki et al., 1991; Manns et al., 2003; Gilsbach et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2012) . Similar to non-rapid eye movement sleep stage 2 (N2), electroencephalogram slow-delta (0.1-4 Hz) and sleep spindle (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) oscillations are associated with the dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal state in humans (Huupponen et al., 2008; Akeju et al., 2014 Akeju et al., , 2016 . Because modulation of noradrenergic circuits is an essential component of N2 sleep generation and maintenance (E. Brown et al., 2011; R. Brown et al., 2012; Weber and Dan, 2016) , dexmedetomidine-induced electroencephalogram oscillations are consistent with laboratory findings that dexmedetomidine targets noradrenergic arousal circuitry (Correa-Sales et al., 1992; Jorm and Stamford, 1993; Chiu et al., 1995) .
Recent studies have demonstrated the feasibility of LC functional connectivity studies (Bär et al., 2016; Köhler et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016) . However, the extent to which the adrenergic arousal circuitry is modulated during altered arousal states has not been investigated. We previously reported that dexmedetomidineinduced altered arousal is associated with decreased regional cerebral blood flow, decreased cerebral metabolic rate of glucose, and functional connectivity changes in regions of the brain that are coincident with the default mode and frontoparietal networks (Akeju et al., 2014) . These findings were placed in context with prevailing information-based theories of conscious processing by a graph theoretical analysis which showed that dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal, similar to other altered arousal states, is associated with decreased local and global efficiency of information processing (Hashmi et al., 2017) . In this investigation, we studied the functional connectivity of the LC to elucidate the putative circuitry underlying noradrenergic-mediated arousal states. We hypothesized that dexmedetomidine-induced inhibition of LC neurons would lead to reduced functional connectivity from the LC to key brain regions involved in the regulation of arousal.
Materials and Methods
Data preprocessing. Details of this study including recruitment, and dexmedetomidine administration were previously reported (Akeju et al., 2014) . Briefly, in right-handed healthy volunteers 18 -36 years of age (n ϭ 15, 6 males), 6 min resting state blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI (TR/TE ϭ 3000/35 ms, voxel size ϭ 2.3 ϫ 2.3 ϫ 3.8 mm, number of slices ϭ 35) were acquired at baseline, dexmedetomidineinduced altered arousal, and recovery. In addition, an MPRAGE structural volume (TR/TE ϭ 2100/3.24 ms, voxel size ϭ 1 mm isotropic) was acquired for localization and spatial normalization purposes. Preprocessing of the fMRI data were performed with FSL v.5.0.7. (http://fsl. fmrib.ox.ac.uk) and included slice-timing correction (SLICETIMER), motion-correction (MCFLIRT), brain-extraction (BET), alignment of all runs (FLIRT), fieldmap correction (PRELUDE-FUGUE), registration to MPRAGE (BBREGISTER), and high-pass filtering (cutoff ϭ 0.008 Hz). A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the average framewise displacement data to assess whether motion artifacts, not , and a zoomed image of the axial MNI152 standard volume (middle). The location of the LC seed (red arrows) is consistent with the Duvernoy brainstem atlas (right). B, Group map (n ϭ 15) of the cortical/subcortical connectivity of the LC showed significant functional connectivity with cortical areas ( aMCC, anterior middle cingulate cortex; pINS, posterior insular; precuneus) and subcortical regions (cerebellum; medullary/pontine/mesencephalic reticular formation; caudate nucleus; lentiform nucleus; VTA, ventral tegmental area). accounted for by the individual level motion regressors, confounded our results. Principal components of the signals with the highest eigenvalues from cortical white matter (WM) mask (5) and CSF mask (5 for the lateral ventricles and 1 for the fourth ventricle) were used to estimate physiological and other spurious sources of noise (Behzadi et al., 2007) . To minimize contribution from adjacent gray matter signal, the WM and CSF confound signals were extracted from spatially unsmoothed data using WM and CSF masks that were obtained by segmenting each individual's high-resolution structural image (using FAST in FSL). Six motion parameters computed for the motion-correction step were also included as additional nuisance regressors. As a result, a total of 17 nuisance regressors were included in the GLM. After the extraction of nuisance signals, fMRI data from the brainstem were spatially smoothed with a 3 mm full-width at halfmaximum (FWHM) for the purpose of extracting the time course of the LC seed (see below), whereas the rest of the brain was smoothed with a 5 mm FHWM. The decision to use smaller smoothing kernel (3 mm) for the brainstem was due to the small size of the LC, as well as its proximity to other brainstem structures. All of these steps were conducted in native functional space, and the resulting individual statistical parametric maps were nonlinearly registered to the standard MNI 152 space (FNIRT) for higher-level analyses.
Definition of seed region and functional connectivity analysis. The LC complex was identified similar to a recently published approach (Bär et al., 2016) . The LC complex (Fig. 1A) was defined on the left (4 ϫ 6 ϫ 10 mm centered at MNI-coordinates: x ϭ Ϫ5, y ϭ Ϫ34, z ϭ Ϫ21) and right ROI (4 ϫ 6 ϫ 10 mm centered at MNI coordinates: x ϭ 7, y ϭ Ϫ34, z ϭ Ϫ21). We performed functional connectivity analyses by correlating the average LC time course against the time courses of all voxels in the brain (controlling for the nuisance regressors), using FLAME (FMRIB's local analysis of mixed effects). At the group level, for the individual condition image (baseline, dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal, and recovery), a one-sample t test was used and the resulting statistical parametric maps were thresholded by a cluster-forming threshold of z Ͼ 3.1 and a cluster size significance threshold of p Ͻ 0.05. For the contrast image between different conditions (dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal vs baseline, recovery vs dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal), a paired t test was used. To increase our sensitivity to detect signals in these higher-order contrasts, the resulting statistical parametric maps were thresholded with a cluster-forming threshold of z Ͼ 2.3 and a cluster size significance threshold of p Ͻ 0.05. A conjunction mask across both contrasts was created to identify regions exhibiting connectivity that covaried with arousal state. This conjunction mask helped to make clear the regions demonstrating both a reduction in connectivity to LC between baseline and the altered arousal state, as well as an increase in connectivity to LC from the altered arousal state to recovery. Because this method identified the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), which we have previously shown to be key region in dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal (Akeju et al., 2014), we further explored how dexmedetomidine affected the functional connectivity to this specific PCC region, using the methods described above for functional connectivity analyses of the LC.
Results

LC connectivity covaried with the level of arousal
Consistent with previously published results (Bär et al., 2016) , the LC was functionally connected to a large set of cortical and subcortical regions including the bilateral cerebellar region, reticular formation, ventral tegmental area, thalamus, caudate nuclei, precuneus, PCC, and anterior middle cingulate cortex ( Fig. 1B ; (Table 2) . LC connectivity was decreased to some regions (thalamus, PCC, precuneus, caudate, anterior middle cingulate cortex, and prefrontal cortex), whereas it was increased to others (e.g., cerebellum, brainstem, left anterior insula and temporal cortices; Fig. 2A ; Table 2 ). However, of all the regions that demonstrated any changes in LC connectivity during the altered arousal state, only those with decreased connectivity revealed an activity pattern that covaried with the arousal state (i.e., demonstrated a change in LC connectivity in the opposite direction during recovery than during the altered arousal state). More specifically, the PCC, thalamus, and caudate, which were disconnected from the LC during the altered arousal state regained connectivity to LC during the recovery state (Fig. 2B) . None of the regions that exhibited increased connectivity during the altered arousal state demonstrated decreased connectivity during the recovery state ( Fig.  2B ; Table 2 ). In sum, the PCC, thalamus, and caudate displayed a connectivity pattern that covaried with the level of arousal ( Fig. 2C ; Table 2 ). For illustrative purposes, z-statistics for two representative brain regions that covaried with the LC are presented in Figure 2D .
PCC connectivity covaried with the level of arousal
Because a role for the cortex in conscious awareness has been posited, we further studied the connectivity of the PCC, the only cortical brain region that exhibited a functional connectivity pattern that covaried with the level of arousal (Fig. 2C) . At baseline, the PCC was functionally connected to a large set of cortical and subcortical regions (Table 3) . During the altered arousal state PCC functional connectivity to the cerebellum, brainstem, thalamus, precuneus, and prefrontal cortex was decreased ( Fig. 3A ; Table 4 ). During the recovery state a (partial) recovery of PCC connectivity was observed for subcortical regions: the precuneus, thalamus, ventral tegmental area, and locus ceruleus/pontine reticular formation (Fig. 3B) . However, none of the cortical regions with decreased connectivity during altered arousal demonstrated increased connectivity during the recovery state ( Fig. 3C ; Table   Figure2 . Functionalconnectivitydifferencemapsofthelocusceruleus.A,AcomparisonofLCfunctionalconnectivityduringdexmedetomidineinducedalteredarousalversusbaselineshowedcorticalareas(aMCC,anteriormiddlecingulatecortex;PCC;precuneus)withreducedconnectivityand subcorticalareas(cerebellum;pontinereticularformation;ventraltegmentalarea,VTA)withincreasedconnectivity.B,AcomparisonofLCfunctional connectivity during the recovery versus dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal showed cortical areas (dorsal PCC; pINS, posterior insular) and subcorticalareas(thalamus;caudate;lentiformnucleus)withincreasedconnectivity.C,Overlapofbrainregionswithchangesthatthatcovariedwith the level of arousal (PCC; thalamus; caudate; lentiform). D, LC functional connectivity to the PCC and left thalamus during baseline (white), dexmedetomidine-inducedalteredarousal(red),andrecovery(pink).Errorsbarsreflectstandarddeviation.
4). For illustrative purposes, z-statistics for two representative brain regions that covaried with the PCC are presented in Figure 2D .
Discussion
In this investigation, we studied the functional connectivity (during baseline, dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal, and recovery) of the LC, an arousal-promoting center that is located in the pons. Our major finding was that functional connectivity of the LC to the PCC, thalamus, and basal ganglia covaried with the level of arousal. We also studied the functional connectivity of the PCC, the only cortical area that exhibited arousal-dependent functional connectivity to the LC. We found that this specific PCC region became functionally disconnected from subcortical and cortical brain regions during dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal. Recovery from dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal was only associated with increased PCC connectivity to subcortical regions (i.e., thalamus, LC). During the dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal state, the LC exhibited increased connectivity to the brainstem and decreased connectivity to the cortex. We suggest that increased brainstem connectivity during the altered state of arousal reflects coupling of major brainstem arousal circuits. Functional coupling may result from gamma amino butyric acid-and galanin-mediated inhibition emanating from the preoptic area or through a complex network of neuronal interactions (Weber and Dan, 2016) . A consequence of functionally coupled brainstem arousal circuitry during altered states of arousal is the significant loss of excitatory cortical inputs. Thus, increased LC-brainstem functional connectivity and decreased LC-thalamic/cortical functional connectivity may reflect brainstem-mediated reduction of cortical activation.
Evidence for the posterior cingulate cortex as a cortical hub mediating consciousness
We previously reported that dexmedetomidine-induced altered arousal is associated with decreased regional cerebral blood flow, decreased cerebral metabolic rate of glucose, and decreased thalamic functional connectivity to the PCC (Akeju et al., 2014). In the present report, the PCC was the only cortical brain region that covaried with LC functional connectivity. A recent serendipitous observation strongly suggests that the PCC may be a cortical hub for consciousness. During a neurosurgical procedure that was being performed awake, electrical stimulation of the WM underlying the left PCC reproducibly resulted in transient disconnection of the patient from the external environment (Herbet et al., 2014) . Despite decades of electrocortical stimulation mapping in neurosurgery, to our knowledge, disruption of consciousness has never been precipitated by electrical stimulation to any other cortical region. This interesting finding supports the notion that the brainstem alone may be insufficient to sustain consciousness (Parvizi and Damasio, 2001; Koch et al., 2016) . Rather, it is likely that brainstem, hypothalamic, and basal forebrain neurons provide important inputs for enabling consciousness to cortical regions such as the PCC (Moruzzi and Magoun, 1949; Parvizi and Damasio, 2003; Koch et al., 2016; Weber and Dan, 2016) . We suggest that dopaminergic arousal circuits may also mediate interactions between brainstem arousal networks and cortical awareness networks involving the PCC. This is because we found that functional connectivity between the PCC and the ventral tegmental area, a brain area where activation of dopaminergic neurons has been demonstrated sufficient to promote arousal from general anesthesia Taylor et al., 2016) , covaried with the level of arousal.
A mesocircuit model has been proposed to account for transitions across the continuum of disorders of consciousness (Schiff et al., 2007; Giacino et al., 2014) . Our results, including the PCC finding, are consistent with this model. In further support of our findings, abnormal structural connectivity between the PCC and the thalamus has been correlated with clinical severity in patients with disorders of consciousness (Fernández-Espejo et al., 2012) . We propose a framework in which structural and/or functional disconnection between the thalamus and PCC signifies a disruption of noradrenergic arousal circuitry. This framework is supported by neuroanatomic studies that show noradrenergic neurons in the LC project to thalamic nuclei, which in turn project to the posterior cingulate cortex (Jones and Yang, 1985; Vogt et al., 1987 Vogt et al., , 2008 Buckwalter et al., 2008) . However, future investigations are necessary to clearly delineate the microcircuit dynamics of the noradrenergic arousal circuit we describe in this paper (LC, PCC, thalamus, caudate nucleus). These investigations may enable new insights into clinical states like abulia, an
Figure3. FunctionalconnectivitydifferencemapsofthePCC.A,AcomparisonofPCCfunctionalconnectivityduringdexmedetomidineinduced altered arousal versus baseline showed cortical areas (IPL, inferior parietal lobules; prefrontal cortex; precuneus) and subcortical areas(cerebellum;medullary/pontine/mesencephalicreticularformation;thalamus;VTA,ventraltegmentalarea)withincreasedconnectivity.B,AcomparisonofPCCfunctionalconnectivityduringtherecoveryversusdexmedetomidine-inducedalteredarousalshowedcortical areas (middle cingulate cortex) and subcortical areas (thalamus; pontine/mesencephalic reticular formation including the locus ceruleus; VTA)withincreasedconnectivity.C,Overlapofbrainregionswithchangesthatthatcovariedwiththelevelofarousal(thalamus,midbrain, VTA,locusceruleus).D,PCCfunctionalconnectivitytotheVTAandleftcaudateduringbaseline(white),dexmedetomidine-inducedaltered arousal (red), and recovery (pink). Errors bars reflect standard deviation. altered arousal state that can range from apathy to akinetic mutism, which is associated with bilateral lesions of caudate nuclei (Bhatia and Marsden, 1994) .
Limitations
A limitation of this study is that numerous arousal nuclei are located in close proximity within the brainstem. Thus, our in plane resolution of 2.3 ϫ 2.3 mm and FWHM brainstem smoothing of 3 mm may have yielded results that reflect the contribution of nonadrenergic arousal circuitry. Also, we did not manipulate the level of arousal in a graded manner. Thus, future studies with improved in plane resolution coupled to graded manipulations of the level of arousal are needed. Such studies may also incorporate administration of the ␣2 receptor antagonist atipamezole, which although not clinically approved for human use, will enable rapid dose-dependent reversal of the LC functional connectivity changes induced by dexmedetomidine. Finally, although the LC complex was identified similar to a recently published approach (Bär et al., 2016) , subject-level delineation of the LC may enable more precise insights into noradrenergic arousal circuitry.
Together, our results suggest that the LC, PCC, thalamus, and basal ganglia are key components of a functional noradrenergic arousal circuit. Further, the PCC may serve as a cortical hub that binds multimodal association cortices to mediate higher brain functions such as awareness.
